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Another nineties favourite, knee (or over-the-knee) boots are fi rmly 
back on the scene for A/W19. Team with tights, shorts or even sheer 
layers for a more ‘high fashion’ rather than a ‘Pretty Woman’ look. 

Here’s our pick of the new season styles, by Michelle Martin

9. Leather-look heeled knee high 
boots, €54.99, NEW LOOK. 10. Over 
the knee slouch boots, €100, RIVER 
ISLAND. 11. Gathered slouch leather 

boots, €229, & OTHER STORIES.
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MOTHER OF POD 
UPDATING YOUR wardrobe for the new 
season can be tricky if you’re catering 
for a growing bump but luckily The 
Pod Collection’s new A/W range has 
everything mums-to-be need to keep 
looking on-trend.

Having recently been voted ‘Most 
Stylish Maternity brand 2019’ in the 
UK Parent & Baby Awards, the 
label’s latest offerings include sleek 
staples for work and casual wear, as 
well as more dressy, classic pieces.

We’re loving the new Bow 
Tie dress seen here (€119) that 
features an elasticated back that 
expands as you grow and tie 
straps to make nursing a breeze. 

Check out www.
thepodcollection.com.

If you’ve been 
on the hunt for 
some new season 

pieces to give your 
wardrobe a cold 
weather update, 
check out blogger 
Katie’s Instagram 
feed for some 
serious #inspo.

The comfy looking 
Aviator jacket 
and patterned 
shirt seen right 
(both Pretty Little 
Thing) are perfect 
transitional items while the fl oral 
number (Dresses.ie) will take you 
from autumn right through to 
spring, paired with thick tights. 
Follow her
@katieandrewtheblog.

If you want your your images 
featured here, tag us @
starchicmag on Instagram.

WINTER WARMERS
THE LATEST drops from online retailer
iClothing.com have us actually looking forward to 
the colder weather.

New to the Irish-
owned site this month 
are plush faux furs in 
autumnal tones, cosy 
oversized knits and 
quirky separates like 
the cheetah-printed 
shirt (€54.95), seen here, 
that are perfect for 
layering.

While animal print 
furs were our go-tos for 
previous winters, this 
year we’ll be wrapping 
up in a rich rust shade 
like the label’s Koda 
coat (€79.99), seen left.

Go to www.iclothing.
com to see the full range 
on offer.
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12. Snakeskin rouched knee 
high boots €51, BOOHOO. 13. 
Low-heel track sole XL boots, 

€45.99, STRADIVARIUS. 14. High 
heel slouched boots, €49.99, 

BERSHKA.
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